
Auto Insurance at Walmart? — 
PIA National Reacts !

Everything at Walmart is cheaper. No. We don’t 
want to pick on Walmart and need to be fair. Less 
expensive might be a better description. Working 
on that theory and the theory that everyone loves 
shopping at America’s superist superstore, Walmart 
is now offering auto insurance.  !
Only you can’t get at Walmart specifically. So you really won’t find insurance down aisle 
number-one.The superstore has partnered with autoinsurance.com to develop a 
website where consumers can compare their auto insurance rates and shop for less 
expensive policies.  !
Spokesman Daniel Eckert said Walmart will handle promotion and the directing of its 
customers to the website. “Insurance is one of our consumers’ biggest monthly 
expenses and many feel they are overpaying for the insurance they have and don’t 
know if they are getting the best coverage and the coverage they need. We thought we 
could bring something to life in both of these arenas,” he said.  !
The other arena mentioned in the quote is life insurance.  !
Eckert said customers have seen savings of about $1,100 a year by doing the 
comparison shopping offered on the site. This is from a test market of eight-states.  !

Really? Savings of $1,100? PIA National Executive Vice 
President Mike Becker questions that figure. “As an 
average saving, that figure sounds unrealistic. Walmart 
says that the system it is using compares rates on an 
existing policy with rates on policies with the same 
coverage. If that is the case, we are skeptical that the 
average price difference for the same level of coverage 
can be that large.” !
In a news release containing Becker’s comment, PIA 
National said consumers already have a one-stop shop for 
insurance. It’s the independent insurance agent of the PIA. 
“Prices on all kinds of insurance policies can vary from 
company to company, so it does pay to shop around. 
However, consumers should remember that when it 
comes to insurance, price is just one factor.” !

PIA National’s news release said this is where a Walmart model fails. “The Insurance 
Information Institute (I.I.I.) advises that consumers should select an insurance company 
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that has a good reputation for settling claims promptly, has good customer service and 
is financially stable. Independent insurance agents who are members of the National 
Association of Professional Insurance Agents (PIA) can offer advice and choices, 
empowering consumers to make decisions on their own behalf,” the news release 
stated.  !
So the bottom-line — encourage your clients to continue to use you and encourage 
those purchasing insurance in the future to stick with an insurance agent. !
By the way, the Walmart test states are Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, 
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas, and you’ll see the auto insurance 
offering go nationwide in the next few months. !
No word yet on when — or if — life insurance will be offered.  !!


